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FOR OWNERS, DESIGNERS,  
BUILDERS AND LAB USERS 

STATE OF THE ART LABORATORIES WHICH COMBINE  
WORLD LEADING TECHNOLOGY WITH LOCAL EXPERTISE.

There’s many ways to build a lab, but these 4 project models are the standout performers from G3lab:

INTRODUCING... THE 4 F’S OF LAB FITOUT

       FULL DESIGN &  
CONSTRUCT FITOUT

        FLOOR TO  
CEILING FITOUT

      FURNITURE ONLY        FUME EXHAUST &  
HVAC CONTROLS

Lab benches P Lab benches P Lab benches P Lab benches -

Storage cupboards P Storage cupboards P Storage cupboards P Storage cupboards -

DG storage cabinets P DG storage cabinets P DG storage cabinets P DG storage cabinets -

Lab chairs, stools P Lab chairs, stools P Lab chairs, stools P Lab chairs, stools -

Fume Cupboards P Fume Cupboards P Fume Cupboards - Fume Cupboards P

Articulated exhaust 
devices

P Articulated exhaust 
devices

P Articulated exhaust 
devices

- Articulated exhaust 
devices

P

Service columns, shelving P Service columns, shelving P Service columns, shelving - Service columns, shelving -

Lab sinks, Safety showers P Lab sinks, Safety showers P Lab sinks, Safety showers - Lab sinks, Safety showers -

Mechanical design P Mechanical design - Mechanical design - Mechanical design -

Architectural design P Architectural design - Architectural design - Architectural design -

PC2/Cleanroom 
consulting

P PC2/Cleanroom 
consulting

- PC2/Cleanroom 
consulting

- PC2/Cleanroom 
consulting

-

Floor coverings P Floor coverings - Floor coverings - Floor coverings -

Partition walls and doors P Partition walls and doors - Partition walls and doors - Partition walls and doors -

Ceiling and lighting P Ceiling and lighting - Ceiling and lighting - Ceiling and lighting -

HVAC system P HVAC system - HVAC system - HVAC system -

Hydraulic services P Hydraulic services - Hydraulic services - Hydraulic services -

Electrical services P Electrical services - Electrical services - Electrical services -

Specialty Gas services P Specialty Gas services - Specialty Gas services - Specialty Gas services -

Pure Water systems P Pure Water systems - Pure Water systems - Pure Water systems -

Air Valves P Air Valves - Air Valves - Air Valves P

HVAC Balancing P HVAC Balancing - HVAC Balancing - HVAC Balancing P

BMS Interface P BMS Interface - BMS Interface - BMS Interface P

Lab exhaust fans P Lab exhaust fans - Lab exhaust fans - Lab exhaust fans P

The gold standard in lab 
fitout and ideal for owners 
and developers. The ‘design 

and construct’ lab model 
offers a seamless project 

from a single provider, which 
guarantees the utmost 

attention to detail all the  
way from design stage to 

commissioning.

The ideal model for large 
projects and builders, where 

the fitout package must 
meet the project design by 

others, and come fully 
installed ready for hydraulic, 

electrical, gas and AV 
services (by other trades)

Modular lab furniture with a 
wide choice of high quality 

materials. Suits large 
projects where builders 

require lab furniture only 
(FF&E) also ideal for schools, 
refurb projects, pharma and 

industrial labs. 

Popular for consultants, 
builders and mechanical 

contractors looking for safe 
containment and seamless 
balancing of all laboratory 
airflows; to achieve precise 

pressure control and 
advanced interface for users 

and BMS.

  RESEARCH

  TEACHING

  BIOLOGY

  CHEMISTRY

  PC2/CLEANROOM

  QA LABS

  PHARMACEUTICAL

  INDUSTRIAL LABS

G3Lab Design Team G3Lab Delivery Team
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  Mechanical and architectural design

  Floor to soffit fitout

  Flooring, walls and ceilings

THE GOLD STANDARD FOR MODERN LAB PROJECTS, INCLUDES:

FULL DESIGN &  
CONSTRUCT FIT-OUT

  DG storage, specialty gases

  HVAC and fume cupboards

  PC2/cleanroom consulting

CASE  
STUDY
G3lab was selected to design and deliver a 
revolutionary new laboratory for Lung Cancer 
Research in Sydney, designed and constructed 
using an all new future-proof lab fitout system first 
pioneered in Germany.

The modern, purpose-built research laboratory will 
change the way a deadly cancer is diagnosed, 
treated and studied both in Australia and globally.

Acting as a hub for researchers working in the area 
of lung cancer, the facility will provide tissue, cellular 
material and patient-related information with a 
dedicated bio-bank and data centre for research 
project centralisation. A state-of-the-art laboratory 
was an essential platform for this ground breaking 
work.

The most significant requirement of this project 
was the need to be flexible for future reconfiguration, 
and/or relocation to another building if required. 
To achieve this goal, the design utilises a unique 
structural grid ceiling system which supports 
suspended ‘service columns’ for all hydraulic and 
electrical services. These service columns can be 
relocated very simply to almost any location on the 
grid ceiling system, allowing a wide choice of lab 
layouts at any point in the future. 

Cutting edge HVAC balancing with Accuvalve 
technology was integrated to the project to carefully 
balance the lab airflows according to PC2 and 
non-PC2 requirements, and to allow the HVAC 

system to respond quickly and precisely to the 
variable exhaust load from fume cupboards and 
articulated exhaust devices.

These Labs show that world leading future-proof 
lab design can be successfully adapted to local 
lab codes, allowing owners and users more flexibility 
than ever before.

G3LAB SCOPE OF WORKS INCLUDED:

  Design and construct service

  Floor to soffit flexible lab fitout

  Flooring, walls and ceilings

  Dangerous goods storage

  Specialty gases

  HVAC balancing system

  Fume Cupboards

  Articulated exhaust devices

  Central Vacuum system

  PC2 and OGTR consulting.

The Centre for Lung Cancer Research was opened 
by NSW Health Minister Brad Hazzard on 
Wednesday, April 18th 2018.

WOOLCOCK CENTRE FOR  
LUNG CANCER RESEARCH 
GLEBE NSW
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You have done a great job, G3 is 
fantastic… delivering this modular setup 
here for the new lung cancer research 
centre is incredible...It gives us the 
flexibility, so thankyou!  

Hon. Brad Hazzard,  
NSW Minister for Health
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  Lab benches with choice of worktop material

  Sinks, cupboards (underbench and freestanding)

  DG storage cabinets

IDEAL PROJECT MODEL FOR NEW AND REFURB LAB PROJECTS, INCLUDES:

FLOOR TO CEILING FIT-OUT

  Bench mounted service columns and shelving

   Suspended service columns and shelving  
with cutouts

  Electrical and hydraulic services by others

The NSW Health Statewide Biobank Laboratory is in 
the Professor Marie Bashir Centre, Royal Prince Alfred 
(RPA) Hospital campus – located in the heart of a 
renowned research hub in Camperdown NSW.

G3lab offered this project a unique modular lab furniture 
system of ‘c- frame’ lab benches, reagent shelves and 
service columns, which can be configured as stand alone 
workstations or connected into seamless island benches.

This system changes the way a laboratory fitout is 
designed and delivered, reduces custom components, 
and improves the ease of installation of services by other 
trades.

This system particuarly benefits a project model where 
designers and builders require a quality fitout system 
which can adapt to their building parameters and readily 
accept electrical, hydraulic, AV and communications 
systems by other trades.

NSW BIOBANK LABS  
MARIE BASHIR BUILDING 
CAMPERDOWN NSW

G3lab provided a terrific fitout system 
and a premium end result for the NSW 
Biobank project. Their complete 
attention to detail was of particular 
assistance during the design phase, 
offering a modular lab furniture and 
services system which suited the clients 
current and future needs.

The delivery and installation service was 
of a high standard and their team helpful 
through every stage of the project.   

Carlos,  
Project Leader,  
NSW Biobank Lab Project
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CASE  
STUDY
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FURNITURE ONLY

The Biomedicine Discovery Institute (BDI) labs at Clayton 
campus of Monash University required a range of lab 
benches, under-bench cupboards and dangerous goods 
cabinets for a laboratory refurb project. 

Modular lab furniture by G3lab made for a straight forward 
and cost effective solution, and included the following 
elements:

  C frame lab benches with ‘trespa’  worktops

   Mobile underbench cupboards with drawer and door 
combination

  Balance bench with vibration-isolated granite worktop

   90 minute fire rated flammable safety cabinets with 
drawers

   Corrosive safety cabinets with drawers and removable 
polypropylene trays

Suspended service elements and fume cupboards were 
provided by others.

  Lab benches with choice of worktop material

  Sinks, cupboards (underbench and freestanding)

  DG storage cabinets

IDEAL FOR COST EFFECTIVE HIGH QUALITY LAB PROJECTS:

  Service elements and shelving by others

  Electrical and hydraulic services by others

  All electrical and hydraulic services by others

CASE 
STUDY

BIOMEDICINE DISCOVERY INSTITUTE
MONASH UNIVERSITY 
CLAYTON VIC

The G3lab team provided the perfect 
solution. The lab benches and  cupboards 
were quite competitive considering the high 
quality. Features such as C frame benches 
and DG cabinets with drawers are important 
in a modern lab and were important factors 
in our choice of this package…and the guys 
that did the install were amazing.

Renae,  
Lab Manager,  
Monash University,  
Clayton VIC
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This range particularly benefits lab 
owners and builders looking for 
competitive lab furniture, which also 
offers world class design features and 
high quality materials.
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A SEAMLESS APPROACH TO SAFE AND PRECISE LAB AIRFLOW CONTROL.

FUME EXHAUST &  
HVAC CONTROLS

CASE 
STUDY

These 2 lab buildings form part of UNSW’s 2025 
Strategy to provide a world-class research environment 
with cutting-edge facilities. A key component of both 
buildings are the low-flow Fume Cupboards and lab 
air controls package by G3lab. 

The Hilmer building was constructed in 2014-15 as 
a staged project with levels Basement to Level 4 
completely fitted out in early 2015, and Levels 5-7 
fitted out in 2017-18. The selection of Low-flow fume 
cupboards by G3lab allowed UNSW to double the 
quantity of fume cupboards (Qty 60 to Qty 120) 
without increasing the originally designed HVAC plant. 

Science and Engineerign Building (SEB) spans 10 
levels and provides 24,000m2 of state-of-the-art 
teaching and research facilities to the School of 
Chemical Engineering and the School of Chemistry, 
it is directly connected to the Hilmer Building, enabling 
facilities to be easily shared between the two buildings. 
The low–flow fume cupboards are connected to a 
manifolded exhaust system with high plume fans, 
which further increase the energy efficiency of this 
lab-intense building.

UNSW HILMER BUILDING, UNSW  
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BUILDING 
RANDWICK NSW

KEY STATS BY G3LAB:

  248 x Low-Flow Fume cupboards

  750 x Accuvalve Air Valves

  120 x Fume exhaust fans

  150 x Lab control systems

  9 x BMCS interface.

These fume cupboards  are high quality 
and unique in many respects, particularly 
the large open work area and the low 
airflow which makes a huge impact on 
running costs. The other outstanding 
feature of the G3lab package is the fast 
and precise lab air balancing system 
which utilises the new Accuvalve 
technology, and includes a touchscreen 
where I can monitor all airflows in real 
time. A real work of art, thankyou!

James,  
Lab manager,  
UNSW Hilmer Building.
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ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS
FOR 21ST CENTURY BUILDINGS

1300 435 221    |   G3LAB.COM

15 DISTRIBUTION PLACE, SEVEN HILLS  NSW  2147

ACCUVALVE  
AIR BALANCING

WALDNER FUME 
CUPBOARDS

GREENHECK HIGH 
PLUME FANS

CHEM SERIES 
CENTRIFUGAL  

FANS

FUMEX 
EXHAUST 
SYSTEMS

COMPLETE  
LAB FITOUT


